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Inroductio

The potential uses of redox conductors in such areas as imaging', molecular

electronics' and electrocatalysis' have led to a need for better understanding of the

mechanism of conductivity. While it is generally acknowledged that electrons

diffuse through the film via a series of hopping events,' the exact role of charge

compensating counter ions is unclear. Available theory implies that intrapolymer

ionic and electronic motion should be strongly correlated" yet there are only a

handful of experimental observations to support this contention. In the current

study, some unusual and apparently unprecedented electrochemical effects,

indicative of strong electron-ion coupling, have been uncovered. These effects are

described below, together with preliminary explanations.

Exorimental

Polymer films were grown on glassy carbon surfaces via reductive

electropolymerization of the monomer [Fe"(vbpy)3J(PF6)d2 (vbpy = 4-methyl-4'-vinyl-

2,2'-bipyridine).' Films were grown from an acetonitrile solution that was 0.1M in

tetraethylammonium perchlorate (TEA?) and approximately 2mM in monomer.

Continuous scanning between -0.5V and -2.OV vs. SSCE produced adherent red

films. Electrochemical synthesis and subsequent measurements were made on a

PAR 273 potentiostat with a standard three electrode arrangement consisting of a

glassy carbon disk (area: 0.07 cm2 ) (working), platinum wire (counter) and .2

saturated sodium chloride calomel electrode (reference). All alkylsulfonates were ...........

purchased from Aldrich and used as received. TEAP (GFS) was recrystallized
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from purified distilled water (Millipore system) and dried in vacuo. Acetonitrile

(Fisher) was distilled in glass and stored over sieves.

Results

We have observed that changing the identity of the charge compensating

counter ions from perchlorate to any of several ions of the type C113(CH 2).S0 3"

(n=0-11) has striking effects on the film-based redox chemistry of poly-Fe(vbpy) 3
2÷

- in particular, the reversible metal-centered (electrochemical) oxidation of the

polymer backbone:

poly-Fe(vbpy)ý + nX - poly-Fe(vbpy),",X + ne" (electrode) (1)

Both the kinetics and thermodynamics of the oxidation process are modulated,

indicating strong coupling between electron hopping and ion diffusion. One of the

more spectacular effects is shown in figure 1. A film is scanned via cyclic

voltammetry (CV) from 0.3V to 1.2V vs. SSCE in an aqueous solution of TEAP

(0.05M), yielding a large set of peaks corresponding to reaction 1. This

voltammagram is then compared to one obtained with 0.05M aqueous 1-

decanesulfonic acid, sodium salt (DSA) as electrolyte. A large decrease in current

accompanies the replacement of TEAP by DSA, indicating that much of the film

has now been rendered inaccessible electrochemically. A similar effect is observed

to some degree for a number of other sodium alkylsulfonates (n=6-11) and is

reversible over many changes of electrolyte. The magnitude of the effect is

significantly dependent on film thickness. For example, a polymer film that is

grown exhaustively from a 2mM solution (>50 scans; limiting coverage of ca. 500



monolayer equivalents) exhibits a much greater change in current response than a

film grown for only 10 scans (coverage of ca. 100 monolayer equivalents). On the

other hand, thinner polymer films exhibit fewer memory and time effects than the

thicker (and presumably more cross-linked) assemblies.

Figure 2 shows that the electrolyte effects extend to the polymer-film redox

thermodynamics. The apparent formal potential for (metal-based) polymer

oxidation (determined from cyclic voltammetry peak potentials) exhibits a

systematic negative shift with increasing n, for n=5 to 11 - but essentially no

dependance for nf0 to 4. Interestingly, the break in the plot at n=4 is parallelled

in the electroactivity attenuation studies above, i.e. substantial attenuation occurs

only for n>4.

Preliminary studies of electron diffusion rates also reveal an electrolyte

anion dependance. In particular, transient measurements (chronoamperometry) of

charge transport diffusion coefficients (Dcr) during polymer oxidation show that

DT diminishes as the alkyl chain length increases. While absolute quantification

is unrealistic (due, in part, to film "memory" and time effects), we do find that Dcr

undergoes an approximately five-fold relative decrease from TEAP to DSA. We

can safely say, therefore, that the sulfonates are in some way limiting the

fundamental dynamics of charge flow.

Finally, spectroelectrochemical experiments seem to present evidence that

the observed losses of overall film electroactivity are related to reversible trapping

of a fraction of metal centers in the oxidized (i.e. Fe(III)) form. Spectral

interrogation of polymer metal-center oxidation-state distribution is possible when



film growth is carried out with conductive glass electrodes (indium tin oxide

coatings; Delta Technologies). Particularly instructive are optical measurements

at 520nm, where Fe"L32÷ (but not Fe..L33) absorbs strongly. As expected, the

absorbance at 520nm (in TEAP as electrolyte) is maximized when the film is held

at potentials significantly negative of the formal potential (i.e. at strongly reducing

potentials), but is minimized - and indeed, completely bleached - when the film is

subjected to oxidizing potentials. In striking contrast, the bleaching process as

well as subsequent recovery, is substantially inhibited for a film equilibrated in a

DSA-containing solution. Thus, it appears that the metallopolymer becomes

trapped in a largely mixed-valent form - with changes in the external

electrochemical potential causing only modest excursions away from mixed-

valency.

The profound film-based redox effects accompanying counter ion

replacement are most logically ascribed to steric phenomena. In particular, the

diminution in redox capacity (Figure 1) is likely connected to an inability to place,

within the available free volume, the full number of alkylsulfonate ions required

for complete metallopolymer oxidation. An extreme, of course, would be absolute

steric blocking of counter ion incorporation - a case examined previously by Elliott

and co-workers in their studies with a poly-xylylviologen electrolyte.') Obviously,

in the present study, electroactivity is not completely eliminated, implying that

counter anions are not entirely excluded. An interesting possibility, however, is



that the required transient charge compensation occurs not by bulky anion

incorporation and expulsion (oxidation and reduction processes, respectively: see

eq. 1), but by cation (Na') motion in the opposite direction. This, of course, would

ultimately require net salt incorporation. Nevertheless, if anion transport were

sufficiently dynamically hindered, cation transport might represent a viable

charging mechanism.

To evaluate this idea in a quantitative fashion, we measured film redox

potentials as a function of electrolyte concentration in each of several electrolytes

(including TEAP and DSA). After correction for small liquid junction potentials

associated with the SSCE reference, we found that the poly-Fe"U"(vbýpy) 3
2 "

potential shifted in the negative direction by 58 to 68 mV per decade increase of

electrolyte concentration (independent of electrolyte identity). If the

metallopolymer behaved as a perfect cation-exclusion membrane, rigorous Donnan

behavior (-59.2 mV per decade) would have been seen.' Our results clearly are

sufficiently close to the ideal that only anions can be participating significantly in

the film charging and conduction processes.

With the identity of the charge compensating ion now more satisfactorily

established, it seems reasonable to ascribe the diminution of apparent electron

transport rates with increasing anion size (relative DCT measurements, above)

directly to polymer-based steric constraints on anion motion.

The behavior illustrated by figure 2 also appears to be connected to steric

effects, as the large potential shifts appear only under conditions where decreases

in electroactivity are dramatic (n>4). Significant counter ion effects on



metallopolymer electrochemistry have been observed by Bocarsly and co-

workers,'01 but these observations were attributed to the well defined lattice

vacancies in their polymers (semicrystalline prussian blue analogues) and hence

extreme spatial requirements for counter cation incorporation. Our results,

however, do not lend themselves to an identical interpretation since they are

derived from amorphous materials that presumably lack such well defined

vacancies.

The substantial changes in polymer film electroactivity induced by counter-

ion size manipulation are unusual and, apparently, largely unprecedented. The

microscopic origin of the changes may lie in ion-gated electron hopping effects,

hydrophobic/hydrophilic effects, ion trapping effects or, perhaps more likely, some

combination of the above. Further studies, including steady state conductivity

assessment, electrochemical quartz crystal microbalance measurements and Auger

spectroscopy studies, are planned, and should eventually resolve the remaining

mechanistic questions.
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Figure 2. Dependlance of the apparent formal potential (Efq") on alkylsulfonate size.


